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ABSTRACT
Public transport can be a place where commuters feel rushed or stressed. Missing your train, a delayed bus or crowdedness at the station does not induce happiness among most people. As a consequence, prosocial behaviour like offering someone a seat is displayed less often.
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We discuss the design and design process of MirrorMe, a simple communal game to induce positive mood of commuters. MirrorMe aims to increase prosocial behaviour through mimicry. Commuters are challenged to "make a face" and thereby connect to other commuters. MirrorMe will be installed in a public display close to a train station enabling access to all commuters and passers-by. This work addresses the need for games and play in public setting to stimulate prosocial behaviour. It exemplifies how multidisciplinary HCI approaches in a gamejam setting can contribute to real life challenges. We conclude with open questions for impact evaluation in future work.

1 INTRODUCTION

Using public transport can be a stressful event. People are in a hurry, rushing to get on the bus or train, or people are upset because they just missed the train. These situations in public transport can lead to people having a bad mood. A bad mood can be contagious, leading to a lack in positive attitudes and actions of people [15]. A good mood, however, can also be contagious and therefore result in more prosocial behaviour [1,15]. Prosocial behaviour can be broadly defined as “active protection or enhancement of the welfare of others” [14].

Changing mood through playful interactions has become an increasingly important research area in the field of games and play, and has great potential [17]. However, a limited number of playful interactions are known that address prosocial behaviour in public setting. This despite the fact that games and playful interactions have a unique way to create new enjoyable experiences and connect people.

The impact of games that target prosocial behaviour and attitude change has received little attention over the years [17]. Moreover, not only in games did this link receive scant attention. As recently argued by Telle et al [20], the link between positive empathy and prosocial behaviour has been poorly understood in the borderer scholarly community. Although the link between experiencing empathy and prosocial behaviour has been well established, this is only related to negative emotions. The link between positive empathy and displayed prosocial behaviour has not been intensively investigated so far [20].

We designed MirrorMe, a simple communal game to induce positive mood of commuters by mirroring a face that is displayed on a public display. The underlying assumption of the game is that empathy and connectedness increases through mimicry [15] (Fig. 1), leading to more helping behaviour [1,2,19]. Although a number of studies has shown how facial mimicry can influence a person’s mood [1,2,18] and increases prosocial behaviour of people [1,2,20], it has not been conceptualised in a communal game in the context of public transportation. This paper describes the design process, design and first implementation of MirrorMe, as a first step towards an impact evaluation of prosocial behaviour through a communal mimicry game.

2 GAMES INDUCING POSITIVE MOOD AND PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

Playful interactions can engage, challenge and motivate players [6]. Moreover, play can enhance positive mood and change behaviour of players [15]. Several studies have shown that
games can support social change, for instance by improving attitudes towards social issues [13], increasing the willingness to help others [12] and supporting prosocial behaviour [9,16,17]. These games often support social change by inducing empathy through the depiction of social issues, and motivating people to take action [16].

A series of games has shown the connection of mood and changing behaviour. The good behaviour game, for example, was used in schools to effectively change behaviour [11]. Another example can be found in the work context, with the Emotional flower concept [3]. The game Emotional Flower made pictures of a person while working, to check the emotional facial expression. If the facial expression was positive, a flower was growing. The mechanism led players to smile on purpose to grow the flower, leading to increased positive mood. What seems critical for the success of such a game using mirror behaviour is that the player immediately has positive feedback about the success of the game [4].

To the best of our knowledge, no games exist to date that target prosocial behaviour in a public transport setting. However, playful interactions in public spaces have shown to promote social encounters [7] and address urban challenges [8,21]. As demonstrated by Tomitsch et al [21], digital communal designs can be used in transportation issues. For instance to raise awareness on the implications of daily habits on carbon emissions, improving ticketing and passenger circulation in public transport environments and tackle crowdedness in the train [21].

3. MIRRORME - DESIGN

3.1 Design process

The game MirrorMe was designed and developed during the GameJam at CHI 2018. The GameJam was held before the conference and had the theme ‘All Inclusive’. GameJams are a very particular environment for developing games, as people have to quickly come up with ideas and design and development time is limited. During the GameJam six junior researchers from various fields worked together for forty-eight hours to design and develop the MirrorMe game.

The first phase of the GameJam was the ideation phase in which the team asked inhabitants of Montreal about the challenges they faced in their hometown (Fig. 2). From this quick field investigation we formulated a set of interesting societal problems we could address with our game. After several brainstorm sessions, we decided to focus on so-called echo chambers and increase interaction between people from different social groups.

With this chosen topic in mind, we ideated on several concepts (Fig. 3). After careful consideration, we decided to explore connection and interaction without verbal communication. Based on our list of requirements and our jointed expertise, we developed MirrorMe, a simple game that can be played by everyone, linking to the ‘All Inclusive’-theme of the GameJam. Underlying inspiration for MirrorMe was that mirroring could potentially lead to greater empathy. With MirrorMe we want to take a first step in building bridges between people whom would normally not engage in play together.
3.2 Design
MirrorMe has a rather simple game play. A player can take a photo of him or herself making a funny facial expression and the following player has to imitate the facial expression and gesture of the previous player. Then the player receives feedback on how close he or she mirrored the initial facial expression and gesture. This feedback is depicted as an accuracy percentage. The player can then decide to either share the photo with the community or not (Fig. 5).

3.3 Iteration and implementation
The game ideation phase resulted in a first game flow, which was tested using a digital mock-up at the CHI 2018 conference. We asked participants of the conference and passers-by to walk through the game flow, think out loud and verbalize their thoughts. Furthermore, we asked people to mirror a face from a photo and provided feedback on how well they mirrored the facial expression (Fig. 4). Based on the feedback from this mock-up test, we decided to improve the attractiveness of the gameplay by extending the game to multiple players. By including multiple people a chain of people copying each other was formed and was showed in a digital collage to the player after they were given the feedback on accuracy of their mimicry.

The game has a first implementation for PC and mobile phone (Fig. 5 and 6). MirrorMe uses a freely available face comparison API to provide feedback on the accuracy of the faces and postures. Unfortunately, the API was only working to a limited extend during the GameJam.

3.2 Onsite testing
The game was play tested during the CHI 2018 conference. A first technical version was evaluated with a series of GameJam participants in front of a PC (Fig.6). As the technical implementation was not reliable, most of the evaluations were including a Wizard-of-Oz component, wizarding the matching score of the current players picture with the previous picture.

A second evaluation was performed with pictures taken via mobile phone were conference participants were asked to mirror the face from the previous player and were presented the series of faces in a row. The game was well received by the audience. Comments during the game evaluation phase were positive and the game indicated to enhance the overall mood. The game idea seems to be simple enough to be applicable in contexts were people only have few seconds to play a game, and the reaction of participants indicated that mood was (slightly) improved for a short period of time.

4 NEXT STEPS
Following the GameJam we started to iterate on the game idea, to make it fit for public transportation. The design was iterated to include a clearly visible camera in a public display, so people can stand in front of the design to play the game. In terms of implementation we will use and explore Unity for game development and the affective software [22] as solution for the facial expression matching.
The prototypical implementation and first trials are planned for mid 2019 on the campus of the University of Technology Eindhoven, where thousands of students are taking a train to arrive at and leave the university every day. There is still ongoing discussion on how to avoid possible abuse (no appropriate content/pictures taken) and ensure privacy of by-passers (when to activate the camera). As the first evaluation is on campus this does not have to be functional, as there is a separate video-observation policy in place at the University.

While the technical implementation is progressing, the biggest challenge now is how to set up the evaluation. The goal of MirrorMe is to induce positive mood and lead to more prosocial behaviour in a real setting.

Open questions for the method choice for the evaluation are:

- How to measure positive mood and/or affect in terms of duration and lasting effect? Should we and how can we include measures of community connectedness in our measurements (for instance with pictorial measure of community connectedness [10])?
- How to evaluate the resulting prosocial behaviour in the context of public transportation: central questions are the definition of prosocial behaviour in this context, the clear classification of what is not prosocial behaviour and how to measure the change?
- How to ensure and evaluate that such displays are really meaningful, not only as a short-term design intervention, but that they can have an impact on the longer term and can lead to systemic change?

MirrorMe is one of the interventions currently planned to investigate how small changes in the environment can change people’s behaviours and practices. This concept focuses on the public transportation aspect related to the campus, but we have been working on a series of ideas (Living lab TU/e) focusing for example on inducing healthier life style by proposing walking meetings [5].

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

MirrorMe is a playful intervention that aims to induce positive mood and thereby increase prosocial behaviour. MirrorMe is built on the principle that mood contagion is an automatic mechanism that induces a congruent mood state by means of the observation of another person’s emotional expression. The goal for our future development is to investigate this principle in the area of public transportation. Our game development is currently in progress, with first on-site evaluations planned for mid 2019.

Our main points of interest for the late breaking work presentation concerns evaluation. What type of evaluation can really provide valid results showing that mood induction via mirroring a face or gesture is leading to more prosocial behaviour. This includes an evaluation not only of the installation and device, but also the need for follow up behaviour measurements.
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